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Mosman Lawn Tennis Club – meeting summary of June 4th, 2019 
 
Dear John, Tony and Committee, 
 
As requested please find below the key points from a TNSW perspective regarding the facility upgrade of Mosman 
Lawn Tennis Club. The proposed development is an essential step forward to ensure the ongoing financial 
sustainability of the Club.  
 
From a sustainability perspective: 
 
Due to the difficulty and cost of maintaining lawn courts most of Sydney’s lawn tennis centres have either closed or 
been redeveloped by installing synthetic grass courts and lighting. All of the remaining Sydney lawn tennis centres are 
facing the same issues as Mosman LTC and are working towards or considering synthetic grass conversions and 
lighting of their courts. 
 
To enable financial viability Mosman LTC will require: 

 A competent and business focused committee charged with EOI development, appointment of successful 
operator, contract design and oversight, infrastructure management plan design and maintenance in 
accordance with the plan 

 Operation under the constraints of a well-planned lease contract with all roles and responsibilities detailed 

 A professional manager with a business plan designed to deliver a ‘full service’ tennis operation. In order to 
guarantee regular and secure rental payments to the club operating hours would need to be 

 Operating hours from 7am to 9pm to enable engagement with the entire community and people’s available 
time frames 

 LED lighting system for minimal spill lighting, low cost of operation, easy integration/automation with an 
online booking system, longevity of light heads up to 50 years with minimal drop in output over this period 

 Synthetic grass court surfaces to maintain the ‘green space’ feel of the current courts. Synthetic grass courts 
also minimize the loss of court time due to rain as they can be played on when damp immediately after rain 
ceases. (Financial viability is much better than hard courts). They are also much quieter than hard courts. 

 
From a local community perspective: 
 

 The proposed development will ensure the retention of the ‘green space’ of a high quality tennis facility and 
avoid the possible construction of a multi-level building and the associated issues such as high traffic levels, 
shading of surrounding homes, long opening hours of other businesses etc. The installation of modern LED 
lighting will ensure low impact on surrounding residents due to the minimal light spill these lamps produce. 
When not required between bookings they can be switched off instantly as they do not need to cool down 
and warm up again for the following booking – the cool down and warm up means that other lighting systems 
generally need to stay switched on between bookings. 

 

 Tennis is a low impact, low noise sport and a facility of 6 courts can really only accommodate a maximum of 
24 players at any one time. Note: group coaching classes across 6 courts could result in a maximum of 
approximately 48 students at any one time. 

 

 A full service tennis facility will provide many entry point opportunities to local residents. It is healthy, fun 
and safe, especially on synthetic grass courts. The operation should deliver: 

o Development of a broad based coaching programme 
o The ability to offer a competition pathway to players of all ages and standards that is also integrated 

with the coaching programme 



 
 

o Much greater social play opportunities 
o Full year round tennis programming due to installation of a new LED lighting system 
o A full time staff presence at the facility to properly serve the public 
o Use of software systems to fully engage with the public and provide easy access to facility offerings 

 
We look forward to working with Mosman LTC as the project develops. 
 
Kind Regards 
 

Andy Schymitzek 
 
Andy Schymitzek 
Business Operations Manager 
Tennis NSW 


